TRELLIDOR SECURITY SHUTTER

Trellidor Security Shutter combines the strength and security Trellidor is known for with an elegant framed louvre panel design. To further enhance their strength, these aluminium shutters are fitted with a patented Trellidor locking system. The louvres are connected internally for added security. This also ensures there are no metal components cluttering the view and spoiling the sleek look of the shutters. Trellidor Security Shutter is custom-made to suit the format of the customer’s doors and windows for seamless security with style.

All Trellidor security barriers are manufactured at our LPCB ISO audited factory. The manufacturing process includes pre-treatment for enhanced corrosion and UV resistance before undergoing powder coating. This helps to retain the quality finish and increases the lifespan of the barrier, making them suitable for both coastal and inland conditions.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Custom made aluminium louvre shutters for doors and windows
- Each louvre is reinforced with a threaded internal steel bar along the entire length of the louvre for strength and security
- Patented bump-proof and pick resistant Trellidor locking system with unique key and serial number for added security
- Provides security even when the louvres are in the open position
- Unique side locks ensure less light bleeding through the sides of the louvres
- Attack tested to ensure they conform to Trellidor strength standards
- An all-in-one product that replaces blinds, curtaining and burglar bars
- Concealed internal louvre driving mechanism for improved security and a neat uncluttered finish with no metal components blocking the view
- Choose the split of connected louvres to suit your light and privacy preferences
- Unique S-shaped louvre design provides upright panels when closed; better airflow when open; and better rain water run-off
- Top of the range customised stainless steel hinges for increased strength

WARRANTY

With the correct maintenance, our products will help keep both corrosion and criminals at bay. Ask your Trellidor Security Consultant about our recommended maintenance regime to ensure the validity of the full warranty.

- Materials Coastal - 3 Years Inland - 5 years
- Locks, Cylinders & Hinges Coastal - 3 Years Inland - 3 Years

Trellidor security barriers are only available through authorised Trellidor franchises. Our products are all custom-measured, manufactured and fitted by Trellidor trained and certified technicians.

AVAILABLE COLOURS

- Matt White
- Matt Bronze
- Matt Sand
- Matt Light Brown
- Matt Aluminium
- Matt Charcoal
- Matt Black

(Non-standard colours are available on request)

All Trellidor products are finished in a state-of-the-art powder coating plant, as such the colours on this brochure WILL differentiate from the actual product colour. Should you have any concerns or would like to see the actual powder coated colour, please speak to your Trellidor consultant who will be able to provide you with a physical sample.